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SUMMARY

Profile: Male, 36 , Single
Nationality: Iran
Current Location: Tehran

Current position: International Affairs Expert
Company: KMS Co.

(Reporting to: Head of the Departmet)

Preferred Locations: Anywhere in Iran, Anywhere outside Iran
Military Service: Completed
Salary expectation: Not Specified/ Negotiable 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Sep 2016 - Present KMS Port & Marine Services. Tehran , Iran
International Affairs Expert
Here is part of the things I take care of in the department of international affairs at KMS:

- Translation of documents of different type including legal & fiscal texts, contracts,
MoUs, news items, inter-corporate correspondence, etc.
- Company's correspondence via email
- Handling the affairs related to the managers' foreign trips
- Handling the affairs related to the Company's foreign partners coming over to Iran
- Contribution to the affairs related to the Chambers of the countries we are doing business
to

Oct 2015 - Sep 2016 Sepinud Shargh Tehran, Iran
Translator & Interpreter
As financial & industrial consulting group we help tradesmen & businesspersons
-especially from overseas- get a clear picture of how and what investment terms & market
trends are in Iran. We take them through their projects down the way until they find their
feet in their career. We put everything we have got into our providing the clients with
different services in different sectors, among them drawing up proposals and business
plans, designing feasibility studies, conducting market research, funding projects, winning
permits and supplying machinery. We also contribute to a great deal to smoothing the way
for them in their bid to take out loans from banking system.

 2010 - 2013 Rastegaran Tehran, Iran
Instructor
Private School

 2007 - 2008 Jahan Emruz Tehran, Iran
Translator
Magazine Publisher

 2006 - 2007 Afrooz Tea Tehran , Iran
Translator
Commercial Enterprise

EDUCATION

 1999 - 2004 Translation Allameh Tabatabaie. Tehran,
Iran



 English lng., Bachelor(BSc/BA)

 2013 - 2015 Translation Kerman, Iran
 English lng., Master (MSc/MA)

OTHER CERTIFICATES

2011  ICDL  Day Institute, Iran
2004  Commercial Correspondence  Tehran Chamber of commerce ,

Iran

IT SKILLS

 Windows & Office tools
Microsoft Office Advanced
Microsoft Word Expert
Internet Services Expert

LANGUAGES

English Fluent
Persian (Farsi) Native
Arabic Basic
Spanish Basic

COMMENTS

As regards work experience, that is to say, mine has primarily to do with working as a translator in manifold sectors. I
started getting into translation business as I was a university student still. Additionally, I worked for some organizations
including translation agencies, a foreign-based translation website, a magazine publisher, a consulting firm and exporting
business. A few-years-long teaching job also accounts for another side of my professional career.
Responsibility.. I shoulder to the best of my ability, trying to be as good as my word.
Undertaking counts for a lot to me.

www.irantalent.com


